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Overview
The goal of this initial investigation is to implement a

mass-spectrometric image-detection method in a small

instrument toward portable application.

Spatial and temporal ion-mapping with a miniaturized

time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometer

Introduction
Mass-spectrometric imaging has gained increasing

attentions for the elucidation of geometrically-distributed

chemical information. The mass spectrometer used in the

present study was modified based on a previously

described home-built ToF mass analyzer, which was nick-

named “TinyToF”.1,2 The initial intent of the TinyToF was to

enable clinical sample analysis in a portable form factor.

Specifically, the TinyToF operates at high-vacuum that is

achievable via one turbo-molecular pump configuration.

Moreover, due to the nature of ToF mass-analyzers, large

ions (>4000 Da) can be analyzed.

Here, we characterize the potential to implement a simple

pulsed deflector-switch with our miniaturized MALDI-ToF

mass spectrometer, which is capable of mapping select

ions of interests, while preserving the ability of the

performing traditional time-of-flight measurements.

In present study, the time-domain mass-spectra and ion-

maps were collected separately to minimize the

complexity of system designing and timing. To achieve

such a purpose, the charge detector and the image

sensor were interchanged.

Figure 1. TinyToF a) experimental setup, b) schematic of TinyToF

proposed adaptation for selective image acquisition.  
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• Ion trajectory simulation: The theoretical

ion-trajectories were calculated with

SIMION v8.0, where the experimental

voltages were set based on the

computation.

• Time-domain mass-spectra: The multi-

channel plate (MCP) with charge detector

was connected to a digital oscilloscope to

acquire time-domain information. The

direct current (DC) coupling between the

charge detector and the oscilloscope

enabled semi-quantitative measurement

of the ion current. The sample rate on the

oscilloscope was set to 500 MSa/s in

order to obtain adequate time-domain

data-density.

• Image-data processing: The acquired

spatial distribution of ions were fitted with

a Gaussian surface.
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The surface fitting was then optimized with

Matlab v8.5.

• Ion spatial distribution: By swapping the

charge detector with a phosphor screen,

the spatial mapping of ions was achieved

without a deflector. The image sensor was

synchronized with the laser pulse through

a digital delay-generator. Thus, the gate-

timing of the image capture was strictly

controlled in a range of 0 to 10 µs (Figure

2). To minimize the ion loss during image

capture, the exposure was set to 15 ms.

ResultsMethods

Figure 2. Detector timing.

• Laser: A 400 μJ Nd:YAG laser of 355 nm

was used as the desorption/ionization

source. The laser was manually triggered

for each analysis to synchronize with data

acquisition instruments.

• Image sensor: A monochrome CCD

image sensor with a resolution of

1288×964 pixel (1.3 MP) was used to

acquire image data. The spatial resolution

in this study was determined to be ca. 45

µm/pixel. Meanwhile, the analog-to-digital

converter of the CCD sensor was set to

16-bit for maximal intensity resolution.

• Ion trajectories were calculated in-sillico prior to experiments.

Ions with arbitrary m/z 3360 was used to evaluate the ion

drift-time as well as their distances of travel.

Figure 3. Simulated ion trajectory.

• A field-free zone consists the assembly of grid 2, drift tube,

and detectors, where the ions can travel after their

acceleration from the sample plate towards grid 2 (Figure 3).

• The distance of flight is dictated by the m/z of ions. Thus,

both detectors can be MCP with phosphor screen. The

spatial distribution of ions with specific m/z can be obtained

with detector 1, while full mass spectra can be reflected by

detector 2.

Ion Trajectory Simulation

Conclusion

Future Works
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• In order to decrease the complexities in systematic designing

and synchronization of ion-guides, constant high-voltage

was applied. Namely, the ions started acceleration and drifting

once they formed by the laser beam. For this initial testing, we

did not address the temporal distribution or initial kinetic

energy issues, which can greatly affect mass resolution.

Direct Laser Ionization

• To test the system, the transient ion-signals and ion maps of

CsCl were recorded separately.

• The fitted Gaussian surface (Figure 4) agreed with the

recorded ion-map. The diameter of the high ion-density area

was ca. 2.4 mm, which was 8 times of the laser spot-size 300

µm. This result suggested significant ion spreading due to the

laser-induced formation of ion plume during the

desorption/ionization process.

• Due to the delayed response of the phosphor screen in this

study, the Cs+ ion was recorded at 4 µs (Figure 5), whereas

the Cs+ was found at 1.44 µs from the transient of ion

signal.

• Prior to the arrival of Cs+ to the detector, the phosphor

screen was excited by the laser. Yet the optical intensities of

the ions were significantly higher than that of the laser.

Thus, background optical-signals that were below 0.61

relative intensity were removed and filled with zeros.

Figure 4. The transient signal and ion-map of CsCl.

Figure 5. Stacked ion-image with respect to gate-time.

MALDI for Biological Samples

• We further analyzed standard biological analytes with MALDI

to assess the capability of TinyToF with both charge detector

and image sensor.

Figure 6. The transient signals of various proteins.

• As previously stated, the poor mass-resolution was also found

with protein samples, where this issue will be address in

future studies through means of dual-stage ion-acceleration.

• The ion-map of the corresponding ions of the analytes were

found ~3 µs delayed comparing to the transient ion-signals.

• Similar to CsCl, the spatial distribution of the protein-ions were

found to agree with Gaussian distribution in space. This

observation indicated that the spatial distribution of the ions is

dictated by the ionization source and ion introduction, which

was the pulsed laser in this study.

a)

b)

Figure 7. Surface fitting of the P14R ion-map.

• The spatial distribution of ions were mapped with an MCP and

phosphor screen coupled to a high-resolution digital image-

sensor.

• Laser-based desorption/ionization produced Gaussian like

spatial profile of ions.

• Dual detector configuration can be used to simultaneously

acquire ion information in both time-domain and space.

Implementation of dual detector for simultaneously detection

Laser-synchronized pulsed ion-extraction for the improvement

in mass resolution


